
Date: September 15, 2017 at 11:17 AM
Subject: Understand the Risk of the GMHS Bond Referendum

Good Morning, Wyatt.
Thanks for providing the GMHS Bond Referendum forum on Sunday, September 10th.

I applaud the pledge you and Dr. Noonan took in the beginning of the presentation to be neutral on the issue of the 
referendum. I believe, though, that you and Dr. Noonan are coming-up a little short in actual practice by not 
addressing risk in more substance. Dr. Noonan articulated in much detail the benefits of the new $ 120 million 
school. He also went into the costs of not going forward – what he called the “risks” of not building the new high 
school. He presented us with a Hobson ’s choice: spend a ton of money on this or a near equally ton of money on 
that. In reality, there are other choices (Dr. Schiller Feb 2017, Dan Sze and Karen Oliver referendum vote dissent 
speeches/recommendations) but they were not mentioned. Of the risks going forward, he only said “there are 
always risk in taking out a large bond”.

Wyatt you did address the risks of going forward with the Bond, but you needed, I think, to take it one very 
important step further. You list the risks: market timing risk, credit downgrade, project cost control risk, other 
financing needs, operating cost risk. But, you do not tell us anything about what could be the result of one or more 
of the risk situations being encountered. I do understand that it is far easier to talk about the benefits because you 
can point to engineering drawings and the beautiful renderings from a landscape architect of a new GMHS project 
than it is to describe how things could go wrong when there are so many variables and unknowns and possibilities. 
But, I think you have to try to inform us about the risks in more depth. If you do not, the result is that many voters 
may think the only reason to vote “no” on the referendum is because you don’t want to spend 4 cents for the 
children. Risk is the reason we should be concerned about the Bond but to appreciate the risks more completely we
have to understand the possible impacts of the plausible and undesirable situations that might unfold - some would 
say, are likely to unfold.

For instance:

• What would be some of the impacts of a 20% cost overrun? What would be our options? Raise taxes, 
borrow more, and/or take money from the Library project, other school projects?

• What if we have a recession and the commercial developer refuses (says he cannot) go forward with 
development?

• How are we going to handle 4% increases in school operating costs (per Dr. Noonan) when you project 
City revenue growth at only 2.5%?

• What if 300 school kids find residence in the 948 new campus apartments instead of the 150 you estimate?

Wyatt, have you done any modeling to see how we can handle the conditions we might encounter should one of 
your risk scenarios become a reality? If yes, can we see the results of the model?

Dr. Noonan and you have done a wonderful job of describing to us what we will have if all things go according to 
plan. Please address in more detail what we will have to face if one or more things do not go as planned.

Thank you, Wyatt.
Mark Quave


